Adjustments of cognitive control in younger and older adults.
The effects of aging on behavioral and electrophysiological indices of adjustments of cognitive control were examined in two experiments. Specifically, we considered the effects of aging of patterns of response time and modulations of the event-related brain potentials (ERPs) on sequential trial effects, error-related slowing, and local switch costs in two modified Stroop tasks. The behavioral data reveal that sequential trial effects were observed when color, but not word, identification was required and that these effects were similar in younger and older adults; that the degree of error-related slowing was similar for younger and older adults in Experiment 1 and greater in older than younger adults in Experiment 2; that local switch costs in response time were similar in younger and older adults and that the requirement to switch between color and word identification resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of color intrusion errors in older adults in Experiment 2. The ERP data revealed that endogenously generated adjustments of cognitive control were associated with a parietal slow wave that mirrored the behavioral data and was similar in amplitude in younger and older adults and an anterior frontal slow wave that was absent in older adults. The ERP data also revealed that an enhancement of the P3 component and a frontal slow wave that differentiated color switch trials from color non-switch and word trials in younger adults were attenuated in older adults.